S e cre t

Is

O u t!

H ir s c h ,

H o o le y , J o h n s o n , J u n g
A re

L W A

D a r lin g s

Mona '
When Elaine Johnson,
Eva sophomore year. A member of KapJung, Lenore Hooley and
Hirsch appeared in colonial garb at 1)3 Alpha Theta, she has been a
the L W A sponsored Best-Loved ban- counselor at Ormsby hall for the
quet last night at the Masonic tem past two years.
As vice-president of L W A , Miss
ple, the carefully guarded secret
llirsch
has headed the judicial
of who had been chosen as the
four best-loved senior girls was fin board for the past year. She has
been pledge mistress of Delta
ally out.
The banquet, which has been a G a m m a this year and is a m e m 
Lawrence tradition for 26 years, ber of the L U C advisory board.
was planned this year by Sue Fd-( She has also served as news ed
wards and Joan Ubbink, co-social itor of The Lawrentian and is a
chairmen for LW A .
! m ember of the art association.
Honored guests were the mo- i Miss Ubbink. acting as toast misthers of the four girls, M rs. K. tress, introduced Vivian Grady, one
M . Johnson, M rs. 1*. C. Jung. of last year's best-loveds, w’ho pre
M rs. C. It. llooley and M rs. A. sented each of the honored quartet
llirsch. Other guests were Mrs. with an engraved bracelet and the
Nathan
Pusey, Mrs.
Marsall traditional colonial bouquets. DinHulbert. **Iiss Ena W iegand and jner music was furnished by a trio
Miss Marguerite S chum ann. Miss composed of Nadine Eisner, Betty
Wiluta Shultz, dean of wom en, Koch and Arlin.
spoke on “ Something T im ely .” | The four best-loveds are chosen
Miss Johnson, who is a member ¡each year in a vote by the sophoof Kappa Alpha Theta and served more, junior and senior women,
as pledge mistress for her sorority
last year, is co-chairman of the A I r n o m ! c f T ir L r A t c
Lawrence United Charities and art « I t l l t i m i M I
editor of The Contributor. She also'
serves ^s art editor of The Law
rentian and is a staff member of
“ Tickets for ‘The Alchemist' will
The Ariel. She is also active in go on reserve next Tuesday,” says
^ e art association.
Don Jones, business manager of
Elected to Phi Beta Kappa this the play. The play will be presentjfall. Miss Jung is also a member rd by the Lawrence college theater
of Mortar Board. She is president on March 9. 10 and 11. F. Theoof Delta Gam m a and past president dore Cloak will direct the producof the Pan-Hellenic council. She is tion and John Sollers is stage dithe retiring president of the Law- rector.
rence Women’s Association and was 1 “ For this play, there are no prefeature editor of The Lawrentian 'viously reserved seats for season
last year.
ticket holders,” states Jones, “ so
| Now serving as president of Mo- that students will have a choice of
itar Board, the Pan-Hellenic council any seats in the chapel.” Tickets
and the Women's Recreational as- for general admission will not go
This year's four best-loved senior w o m e n , Elaine Johnson, M o n o Jung, Lenore Hooley e n d sociation.
“ociatiin. m!mHroley'wa“
Twarded on
sale until
until March
March 1.
1 . Tickets
Tick. ts may
may
Miss Hooley was awarded
on sale
Eva Hirsch, as they appeared at the traditional banquet at the M asonic temple last night.
¡the Pond's sports award in her'bc obtained at Belting’s pharmacy.
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Do Only What We Can Afford
And Educate People to Realities
“ Radicalism at Home” was the
topic of a speech given by M. M.
Bober, professor of economics, to
the members of the International
Relations club and other students
Tuesday evening. Nearly 100 people
____________________________________
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heard Bober discuss the current
problems of extreme liberalism in
the United States.
Besides the two commonly accepted forms of radicalism, n a m e l y ________ __
communism and socialism, Bober
pointed out a third.
“ Statism."
n n f ||
iwhich he described as "the growDUu.
ing disposition in this country to
rely more upon the government
and less upon ourselves for the
thinps we want.”
“ The more we ask the state to
do,” he said, “ the more power it
gets, and the more powerful the
!state, the less the freedom of th<"> "W e have enough coal' in the bunkers to last until April 1," ^•iys
individual.” He pointed out
the Business Manager Ralph J. Watts. Due to a coal strike which has
‘‘If the snow is right, we have idea
iu « that. authority
uH.ui.v
w the state
ok ..by
big plans for tomorrow afternoon," and freedom of the people do not dangerously depleted the nation's coal supply, many schools are laced
with a coal shortage, but Lawrcsee is unaffected. Watts states.
states Paul Elsberry, co-chairman go together,
Lawrence’s coal supply i:; Ob*
of the pep committee. A winter
* There arc certain fundamental
drifting
¡principles that we ire
design contest has been planned to away fro‘m w hich are essential to tained from Pennsylvania and ship
replace the traditional snow sculp- the well-being of the nation.” he ,)cd to Green Bay via the Great
turing which was discontinued last said. Among these are productivcontracted for the!
year. In case the snow is not suit- >Vr of the PeoPIe* maintenance of Lakes. Watts
private incentive, importance of ycar-s supply last spring
and
able tomorrow, the contest will be
.
W R A gym jam
enough coal is stored on tin docks Tomorrow
held on some subsequent Saturday, however desirable they may be.
Basketball vs. Beloit here -7 p m
The winter design contest
is "there are some things that we just at Green Bay to tak<- care o tie
school's needs until the end of the Dance after game.
scheduled to take place for two ca^ 1 afford
Swimming vs. Beloit here -7 p.m.
I Bober then proposed two courses year.
hours in the afternoon and will be of action whjch should b<> foIlowcd
I Wrestling vs. U W JV here,
the Tuesday
followed by a snowball fight. At to alleviate this problem. “ First,” i “ Institutions
insuuiumih located
m< -u <* nearer
n ■
*

Snow Contest

Set Tomorrow
By Pep Group

M in k

to
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A tte n d

C o n fe re n ce
First Midwest
Liberal Arts
Students' Confab
1Despite

No Recess Until April
John Lewis, Striking Miners

Delegates John Fiilion, Anita Hig
gins and Allan Mink, representing
the Lawrence student
executive
committee, left yesterday for the

first Midwest Conference of Liberal
A(,ts students being held this weekend at the Stevens Hotel in Chi
cago.
Light of the nine colleges of
the Midwest conference will he
represented at the session, in
cluding lleloit, Itipon. Knox, .Mon
mouth, Grinnell, Cornell, Coe and
Lawrence. According to Fiilion,
SIX’ president, the
meeting's
agenda will provide for an ex
change of ideas on topics and
problems common to most of the
campuses.
Fiilion, Mink and Miss Higgins
arc prepared to present a number
present it is planned to serve re- he said, “ we ought to take inven- coal fields arc served by rail and! Artist series, Lawrence coll e g e ol topics suggested at Monday's
SEC meeting. These will include
freshments in Main hall afterwards. tory of what we can afford, and these, particularly in Illinois are choir.
the subjects of participation
iri
AwnrH«
will
hr
nrrcontrd
to
win
,try
to
do
no
more
than
we
are
”°w
faced
with
severe
shortages,”
¡Wednesday
Awards will be presented to win-,economically capable of.”
And
W R A folk dance festival, camp-,extra-curricular activities, fru;-.h
Watts adds. Most state teacher’s I
ning teams.
'the second step is “ to educate the
,, „ _ , Tn.__.
soph day, student wage practices,
“ Teams of those interested in people to the realities of the sit- co" eFi<‘s in Hhnois ha
Thursday
college rules, racial discrimination,
winter design should sign up as nation.” Only when people realize
two works and may remain
Basketball vs. Ripon there.
counselling, artist series, division
Soon as possible,” Elsberry says. jthe limits to what we can afford closed for at least another week
General student recital, 4:30 Pea-0f labor between academic
and
This year teams need not be com- will this tendency stop.
xo make up for this time, these hody hall.
(extra-curricular interests and camposed of members of Greek or- Then Bober said that at present . . ...... ......
% ■ * * * -------- ~
ipus laws on automobiles, smoking,
gani/.ations, but any group that is there are certain defects in the ( ° ° s VN1
1 '
'
’
*
social functions and class attend
interested may form a team.
¡campaign to educate the people. t'on an^ may have to extend
D a n C 6 to Follow G a m e
ance.
Further plans of the pep com- Among these arc over-arguing the spring term well into June.
. .
They also propose to initiate dii*-»
mittee include a ceremony honor- case, arguments against social sec- Unless unusually severe weather T o m o r r o w N i g h t a t G y m
eussiou on topics relative to stuins Lawrence'« athletic teams dur- urity. and the assertion that cap u,
,
th
, , sufficicnl coal _______
______
______
- ...........
A dance
will be
held
in Alexan- dent governmental work, such as
ing the Beloit game
tomorrow italism shouldn t be criticized.
,
......................... . r, ,
.
.
.
. , . , , extent of authority, representation.
night. Before the game, members
“Capitalism alone
has
not supply on hand to last until Eastei dor gymnasium tomorrow night f<>!- ¡„dependent representation, activof the basketball team will be in- brought the great advance of the vacation and the coal for which lowing the Beloit-Lawrence basket- ¡ty fee funds and application of
troduced and members of
the nation,” he asserted, but has been Watts has contacted may be degame, Social Chairman Ann college learning to campus life.
wrestling and sw’imming
squads aided by democracy.
universal ..
anv «¡„if* ,.niPSo the fedreports.
According to reports submitted
Will be introduced at a half-time education, social legislation against 1
‘
‘
Dancing hours will be 10:30 - to Fiilion. the other colleges want
ceremony. Seniors on these teams abuse and our great store of natur- pral government takes control of 1 2:30 p.m. Music will be furnished — ——
■ —«
will receive special mention.
lal resources.
jcoal now on the docks.
iby Jimmy James' orchestra.
j
¿Turn to 1’uge 3)

ß iU M a a id

2 The Lawrerttian
]***** bas,c ©1ements ** oft*n
«tressed at the expense of the other
Friday, February 24, 1950 iwo. The example of Aaron Cop-

Waterman Programs Unusual
Songs for Concert February 28

land's music comes to mind. Do
not expect to find long sustained
melodies in Copland; rather one,
very unusual program of chorencounters fragmentary and cryp-al numbers will be presented by
tic melodic statements. But it is ^
Lawrence college choir under
an exhi lirating rhythmic vitality ^
direction D( Dr. Carl J. Waterand Inventiveness which permeates man for the next artistseries con,everything he writes. His harmonic'cert to be given Tuesday at 8:30
B Y JA M K S M IN G
(Structure is pure and simple butp "}chapeL
today faces . , _■
.
.
.
Headlingmg the unusual items on
The composer for MKiay
i-cesijU functlon ia always s e c o n d a r y .^ years program are two rejriany problems but none is more( y y ,e com poser’s music 1» to cent works by Francis
Poulenc,
important than that of the com #uceeed. its message must even- '’Tenebrae Factae Sunt'* and “ Exmunication through his music with
»each the audience It is ¡ultate Deo.” Although employing

Ming Tells
Of Writer,
His Audience

-wc do
“

‘ —I

not like what we do not
understand reflects a prevalent at
titude of the present day audience
and it is likely that this attitude
accounts lor tom e of th. bowtWerment, if not hostility, towards so- 1

sic Is esoteric and requires re
peated hearings to grasp. Sam e
of it is frankly experimental and
It is not possible for professlon*° •«»■‘ J™ ey.laate it I« ft.

are

infrequently

heard

on

the

Set National
Writing Contest
For Television

A nationwide collegiate writi n g
competition designed to encourage
and Sullivan, Is a charming bur the emergence of new television
lesque of the story of Helen of writers was launched recently by
Troy, her family quarrels, m ock the Columbia Broadcasting System
heroics by strong m en of the and World Video, Inc.
Four prizes will be offered, at
time, lovelorn m aidens and the
Greek athletic gam es. “ L a Belle monthly intervals during the rest
H e le n e " w a s first
heard
In of the spring semester. The first
France In 18S4, and has
been will be awarded March 31. A $500
described as “ Parisian to
the award will be made if the script
Iwith dry dissonant climaxes.
O a e of the n u m b er s'!* dedicat
core.”
|is for a one-hour performance, or
ed to N adia Boulanger, celebrat
Other numbers included in the $250 if it is a half-hour script
ed French w o m a n
composer.
the Judges wiU be Charles M. Underprogram are “The Earth is thej
Contemporary

motets m ay

concert stage. T h e opera, a con

tinental

counterpart

of

Gilbert

be

proper perspective.
com pared In the course of the * £ * S u p ^ ^ S y 'Lvo ff^c ie to h in *;^. director of programs for the
History has shown us. however, program to those of
Victoria inoff.fi .<0ur Father“ - Kyrie from CBS Television network, John Steincalled “modern music.“ Let us ex that those composers who achieve H e r m a n n Schein and J S. Bach. ..Misga
*by
victoria;¡beck, author and vice-president of
amine some of the reasons for this immortality are usually the ones whose 16th century writings are ..^ho with grieving soweth”
by Worlfl video Inc and Donald Da♦ 'schwin; Bach’s “ Ye are not of Worl<* Vlde° ’ *nC” * nd
"
D*
lark of comprehension.
'.wh0,,d w
leaVe I? "* '* 3S ? eyl \ ♦ r ' T T S j f *
„
,
, found it Our creative musicians) Lately off the press are
two
f w h " . anif a arnun nl enn?<: vis, dramatist, screen writer and
The hn„ c elem.nl. of mu.lc, mcl.jarc those who have had the cour-lc.it Kubik arransemenU
south- b contemiwary composers Char- producer for World Video, Inc.
€>dy, harmony and rhythm, are the a g e and artistic conviction to chart era »oik song,. Little Bird Little
Crow<J(,r accompanist, will also Contest rules and the required
same today as they have been for new musical horizons, often in de- Bird,
and
Black Jack Davy, Piay jwo numbers by Chopin.
blanks must be obtained by writing
.
,
...
fiance of the prevailing critical and both of which were commissioned;
<ra cen uries
s e
po !pUkjjC opjnion Gf the era in which by the Robert Shaw Chorale, and
directly to: Director, CBw Awards.
ser’s concept of these flementsu^y lived.
given their first hearing over N B C I' * ' ® ^ * ® iHlGTfl V7IVCS
The address is, 15 E. 47th Street,
which has changed.
; Audiences today are listening to during the summer of 1948.
Her Recital Sundav
New York 17, New York.
An average lay definition of contemporary music with an un-| Another bow to a contemporary 1
Junw ay
these elements might read some- awareness of the materials with composer will be made in Virgil
Marcia Tinetti, Mosinee. will pre- church. She has sung in the Schola
thing like this: a melody is a which the composer works. Once Thomson’s “ My Shepherd
Will sent her senior organ recital from Cantorum's presentation of “T h e
tune which w e caa (.rasp readily the public is willing to accept the Supply M y Need,“ a folk hymn the Lawrence conservatory of mus- Messiah,” and last year presented
and even whistle on the street validity of the twentieth century paraphrasing the 23rd
psalm, ic at 4:30 Sunday afternoon in M e - her junior solo recital at the chapel,
after the concert. H a rm o n y con- concept of the basic elements of which stems from the
southern morial chapel. She has been study-¡She has been active in the plans of
ing with LaVahn Maesch for the the independent women’s organiza
sists mainly of consonances re- 'music it will be far easier tostates.
Although almost a
hundred past four years
tion.
Miss Tinetti is accompanist for The recital will be open to the
ance. Rhythm Is the Mfe pulsa» far larger and more appre- years old, several choruses from
Offenbach's “ L a Belle Helene” 'the choir of St Paul’s Lutheran public.
tlon of music and consists of reg- (ciative audience,
ular metric units of a basic three
or four pattern.

The
contemporary
composer
would probably reply that there is
nothin« wrong with a singable mel
ody but in judging a melody it is
more important to determine its
merit by its contour, symmetry and
expressive qualities A good melody
might h;ive all these things and
yet not be one you could sing
Tn contempornry music the re
lation of dissonance to consonance
has often been successfully
re
versed; that is, music with a pri
marily dissonant texture relieved
occasionally by a consonance. The
term “ dissonant’’ has long since
become a relative on«- because aft»-r increased familiarity with dis
sonant chords, their sting is lost
In quite a lot of the music of
today emphasis and contrast are
achieved by h lesser degree of dis
sonance revolving to a greater de
gree. The highly irregular rhythmic
mechanized age and chaotic world
in which we live Strangely enough
erne of the original sources of inspiration for this complex rhythmic
structure comes from primitive mu
sic.
It should be pointed out that in
the music of today one of the

In PERSON
On The Stage

JoeE.llravn
Star of Stage,
Scrcen and Radio

TOMORROW
Sal., Feb. 25th
A PPLETO N HIGH SCH OOL
A U D ITO RIU M
— Students —

MATINEE
2:30

P.M.

Incl.

13C

Tax

Tlekrts on Ssle at
Billing« Pharmacy snd at the
High whiMl Bos Office
3 **

Jo* elv«.n. act. and do skits
and top v
fruiti IIA HV K Y ”
p.*/« and movies
•iv] nth+r
a* Ium
ir>
\U II roll jrou

Sororities Give
Dances in
Folk Festival

The Lowrention 3
Friday, February 24, 1950

Delegates Fillîon, Higgins,
Mink to Attend Conference

Red Cross Instructor
Tmd Course to Start May 1

C O N T IN U E D F R O M P A G E 1

of interest in social activities
elections.
i Those wishing to renew or to
verse. Beloit asks for discussion
Cornell also wants N SA, social obtain for the first time a Red
of the National Student associa activities and student finance as Cross swimming instructors certion.
topics. Grinnell will press for dis-j tificate may sign up for a course
Coe has listed student finances, 'cession on representation and on
^ ^eld between May 1 and 5
consideration of topics equally di-

Hold Annual A ffair
Wednesday in Campus
Gym ; Begins at 7:30
Native dances of
nationalities
throughout the world will be pre
sented by sorority groups in the
annual Folk Dance festival n e x t
Wednesday in the campus gymna
sium. The program is scheduled
to start at 7:30 p m.

“ school spirit,” the place of Greek J^nc^ng* of''the''yealS » ? 1 Knox'wlth Ml8s Maxme Richardson, prosocial organizations ou
campus, |w jn come up with “ the honor sys- fessor of physical education, be¡election machinery and stimulation tern.”
Im« March 1 .
Monmouth wants to explore the) A short, intensified course in lifepossibilities of having student activ- saving, which those planning to
ity tickets honored on other cam- take the instructors course may
also attend as a refresher, is being
puses of the conference.
planned for tlie middle of March.
It will be held at the Alexander
gymnasium and will be open to
both men and women.

M e m b e r s of the sororities de
velop the dances themselves, al
though the steps are taught by
M iss M a xin e Richardson, assist
ant professor of physical educa
tion, and Miss Ruth Zim ney, in
structor in physical education.

Forum Advises
No U. S. Aid for Exhibit Works
Franco-Spain O f Architects

Coffin

is a prefabricated model developed
for a project in Rockford, III., an
Bober, Easton, Riker,
other is a shopping center in Chi
Members of Delta Gam m a will
cago, and also shown are the Keck
perform a series of Lithuani a n
Purdy SDA Speakers
designed “ Crystal house” and the
dances, Kappa Alpha Theta will
Four large picture panels of the “ House of Tomorrow” both built
present Russian folk dances and
The Students for
Democratic .William Kellett house on I^ake Win- for exhibition at
the
Chicago
Kappa Delta will give those of Es
Action held a forum Wednesday, nebago near Menasha are includ-world’s fair in 1934.
tonia. Other native dances
that
have been studied for presentation Robert P. Tristram Coffin, em February 8 . on the subject of U.S. ed in an exhibit of the best in! The homos are characterized by
at that time are those of Norway minent poet and Pulitzer prize win-,re^a^ ons w *t.h
branco
Spain, contemporary architecture, now be- large glass areas, combined with
by Pi Beta Phi. of Hungary by Al-,ner for poetry in 1936, will present ' Among thc «P^akers were M . M. i:ig shown on the fourth floor of jsteel, stone, wood, ply wood or brick
pha Chi Omega and of the Philip- a program at convocation next!Bober- Professor of economics; W . Lawrence college’s Main hall.
pines by Alpha Delta Pi.
Thursday. In 1945 he was elccted nurnvt Easton, Jr., associate pro- The exhibit shows the work of
The rules state that the costumes a member of the National Institute ^-ssoi of relij'ion, James O. Purdy, Warren Keck, outstanding Chicago
for the dances cannot be bought, of Arts and Letters for writing of instructor in Spanish; and William architect, and was prepared for
See
but must be begged or borrowed oermanent value in American liR ‘k*r, assistant professor of circulation by a Colorado museum.
If parts of the costumes are made, terature
jgovernment. Following the mam. The Kellett home, which was deThe New
the materials used cannot
be He has written several books and sP°akors was a spirited discussion signed by Keck in 1939. is con1950
boufiht. Crepe paper cannot be used collections of poetry.
Including by Uu* attending members of the structed of Door country stone,
WILSON
wood,
and
large
areas
of
glass.
in the costumes.
(“ Maine Ballads,”
“ Kennebec," 1 1
Other houses illustrating the exGOLF
Judging the competition will be :“ Lost Paradise” and “ Portrait of] Bober held that it is inadvisable
M rs. (¿race Sollers, M rs. R u t h an American.” Two oth?r
CLU3S
new for the United States to give aid hibit are the J. R. Buchbinder sumSealts and M rs. Virginia McMah- books by Coffin are
The Third to the Presont government of Spain, m er residence near Fish Creek,
N O W IN S T O C K
on. T h ey will jndge on approprl- ¡Hunger“^ and ~ The Poem Aloud.“ * E a ston com pared the
present 1the M aurice Rice residence in Stev
ateness of costume, skill in exeUl‘ government* ‘to
‘ that of *L‘
“ ‘"* a n d
1 a“ num b1 er of* oul
Coffin was b o m in Maine, went °Spanlsh
the « « D
Point,
Ch.cacution and spirit of the dancers. to Bow.li.in and Princeton and was fo m m u m s ts in Russia. H e atated.so suburban homea
SPORT SHOP
Folk dancing is a major activity a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford.
He ,hat »o would rather live in Russial A U of the hom es have been built
1ÎI N . Appleton BL
and began about three years ago. __
is now
...........................
teaching at Dowdoin
..... as »
a l,beral P™tostant than under,within the last ten year». O n e Is
.Rivcn. *°F fi.rst-. second professor of English. H e is an au- the present Franco government in'a Chicago apartment house, one
and third place in the festival are thority
thnritv o
n m
odnrn n
notrv a
nd h
a s Spain.
on
modern
poetry
and
has
Purdy emphasised the inadvisa
added to the points w on by the delivered lectures on this subject
sorority in
other
intersorority at Columbia university,
Indiana bility of financing “ a regime which
sports.
university and John Hopkins uni has shown itself incompetent to
The sorority accumulating
the ve^iYy7fie has re~ad his o w n ' ^ m s fm Prove s Pa*n agriculturally, socmost points at the end of the year in programs to over 200 Am erican I?11* ° r industrially. H e also held
is a w a rd ed the sports award. Kap- colleges.
I“ 13* Franco has contrived to keep
pa Alpha Theta has w on the trophy
Besides teaching, lecturing and
*n a continuaI state of terror

Coffin to Speak
Here on Poetry

In Main Hall

Golfers

BERGGREN BROS.

for the past two years.

101 Now on Probation

F O R D H O P K IN S
Rexall D rug Store
and Tea Room

writing. Coffin
maintains
tw o 1 Riker s aw a loss of prestige in
farms, one on the M a in e coast and Europe if the United States extend
the other on the Kennebec river. ed aid to the Franco regime.

According to a statement m a d e by the administration office this

,

% * ••.«

Coeds VlSlt Lawrence
L ' Ìprobation
J S L ' w ' Z i S . T S t e S - For Careers Conference
on

The meeting was attended by ap
proximately 65 students.
S D A ’s
president is Harry Clor, Phi Tau.

Appleton's Most Modern Drug Store

Riemer. associate professor of soc
been carried over from the last
About 60 coeds from Monmouth iology at the University of Wisconsemester and 18 n ew n am es add- college in Illinois. B'loit.
Ripon, s,n
ed to the probation list.
M ilw aukee D o w n e r and
Oshkosh
Fifty-three students were
re
m oved from probation and six
w ere dismissed from th“ college.
T h e admission office approv e d
two students admitted on t r i a l
and decided that three students
admitted on trial, would continue
on trial.
WARNER
BROS.

ADoll
That

118 West College Ave.

State Teachers college were guests
on the Lawrence campus
last

Thursday to observe the third annual careers conference,
Fifteen
speakers
appeared
throughout the day, on various voc*
r>*’onal choices, ending with a talk
on marriage at 7 p.m. by Svend

Jimiae Co.
■ff.Cfy

NOW
P L A Y IN G

APPLETON

ft

Says

“Yes.
Carline!”

’A P a ^ *

iJ ■

N A M IT E '

P L I S — T H E Botv i R v ” ItOYS IN

W
m'‘° EINSTEIN?

“ Berkshire”

. . . so new
complimentary

« ä h ***»*-“ * " * * %

looking in
colors . . .

1.50

T O KNOW T f lA T ...
M OSER

A
COLLEGE
E D U C A T IO N

+

IN T E N S IV E

F A S C I N A T IN G

COURSE

JO B

A F our M o i l i n ' I N T E N S I V I C O U R S E for college women start« on the lire* Monday In

■
int.

• very month You moy remitter for it In edv

O S ER

Originator of
INTENSIVE COURSES
for college girli

W A b a s h 2 - 7 3 7 7 • 5 7 East Jackson Boulevard • Chicago 4

tvllitin 1C h f on r«qv»jf

Sh eer m isty te x tu re to give a w on d erfu l new !oolr to your logs plus a
sp e cia l lo ck-stitch knit, ru n -re sistan t loop to give you satisfyin g
w e a r . . . siz e s 8 V2 to 1 1 in new colors . . . m edium an d e x tra length.

Hosiery . . . Prongcs Street Floor
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[A</verfising Sales
For Ariel Reach
Record $2,950

P lan M il w a u k e e P r o g r a m
To

In te re st

Graduates

A program for high school senior#
and featuring Lawrence students
and faculty members will be held
Ariel Business Manager L l o y d at the Pfister hotel in Milwaukee
Nielsen has announced that a re- tomorrow. It is hoped that this pro_______
cord sum of $2950 represents this gram will interest the graduating
year’s total of advertising sales for seniors in Lawrence,
the Ariel. Last year one hundred| football Coach Bernie Heselton
twenty ads grossed $2810 compared and George Walter, dean ol men,
This year 12 seniors have applied
in Spanish literature and is work- under J. J. Sjoblum, instructor in with 121 ads totalling the $2950 for will be present at the meeting. Roband been accepted by the Honors ¡ng uncjer Kathleen M. Joyce, as-Ichemistry.
this year
'ert Wood-admissions counselor will
Two members of the business be present and several c a m p u s
committee to do honors work in sistant professor of Spanish
! Jerome Papke is working with
staff commended by Nielsen fo r eaders among the student body
A Critical Study of the M o d 
the field of their major. They are
William F. Raney, professor of
outstanding work are R o b e r t,are expected to attend.
ern Novel is the subject of Shir
English and European history. His
Cordon Alston, William Beringer,
ley H an son ’s thesis. She is study
study is connected with Hitler’s Schaupp, who sold twenty ads for
Russell Ellis, Elizabeth Forster,
ing under H ow ard W .
Troyer,
Management of Germany’s Foreign a total of $500, and Larry Nelson,
Shirley Hanson. John
Helmer,
professor of hnglish.
Trade in the Interest of German who sold seventeen ads totalling
>1 ona Jim«, Michael
Laskowski,
Gordon Sperberg is working with
¡$615.
Autocracy.
Jerome Papke, Richard
Sears.
• N O W P L A Y IN G •
Maurice L. Branch, lecturer in ec
| Other members of the staff who
I «-»-<-» I ,i li 0- I, -- - - — —
■
Gordon Sperberg and Melvin Storm
onomics. His subject is Internation
have sold ads arc William Morris, [piaTpOWEii «IVIIYN kites ]
The honors program w as in
al Trade. Mona Jung is also doing Student Union Heads
Dan Teas, Ted Losby, John
H o 1stituted by the
administration
work in economics, under H. M.
lingsworth, John Burnett, Robert
several y r m ago. It was felt that
Issue
Call
for
Help
Bober, professor of economics. Her
Hanisch, Rockwell Schulz,
Tom
fctudents am assed a great n u m 
subject is Planning and Freedom.
“ The Hamar Union still needs Pfeil, William Sievert, Janis Wel
ber of facts during their college
I Michael Laskowski is studying in volunteers to work behind the coun ler and Don Clippinger. The staff
STARTS S U N D A Y
career» without
co-ordinating
the field of chemistry with Paul ter.” George Bielefeld, new co- accountant is William Tripp, and
them into a coherent pattern of
F. Cundy, associate professor of chairman of the student union, an the typists are Virginia Scott and
thought. The honors program has
chemistry. His topic is Inorganic nounces.
Sally Teas.
given some students an oppor
Chemistry. Richard Sears is also Students who are interested may
tunity to do concentrated work
'working on chemistry, studying the contact either Bielefeld or Don named to fill the vacancy left by
In certain fields and to reach
Soluability of Cadmium Ammonium Jensen, the other co-chairman of Larry Hammond, who transferred
definite conclusions from their re
Biouude in Acetone. He is stud>ing the committee. They were recently to the University of Wisconsin.

H o n o r s C o m m itte e A c c e p ts

12 fo r A d v a n c e d S tu d y

RIO T H E A T R E

MUS Ml k l

search.

An honors student must have a
grade point average of 2.25 or bet-j
ter to qualify. At the end of the'
Second semester of his junior year
lie must send an application to the!
Honors committee, with a
brief
statement of his proposed thesis. If
hi is accepted he may begin work
in his senior year.
In the senior year an Honors
Undent may take honors for either,
three or six hours credit. At the
end of the year he takes a three
hour oral examination in his sub
ject. This is in addition to
his
II onors paper.
The Kxaiu committee
recom-j
mends the degree they think the
student deserves. The Honors com
mittee considers their recommend
ation in the light of the student's
total performance and at last the
faculty votes on the suggestion of
the Honors committee.
However,
Liking honors docs not necessarily
Insure the granting of a degree.!
Degrees which may be awarded
are, Cum l.audc, Magna
Cum
l.audc nnd Summa Cum Laude.
I..ist year 17 students did hon
ors work, in li»IM there were five
and in IW47 right people
took
honors courses. Of the 17 students
taking honors last year, one Sumnia C u m l.audc H a s awarded.

Gordon Alston is doing a paper
on The Sumerian Civilization under
auricc P. Cunningham, assistant
professor of history and classics.
Also working in the history field
is William Beringer, who is doing
research on Freedom of Speech.
He is working with Vernon W. RoeJofs. associate professor of history.
Working in mathematics is Rus
sell KlIis, whose subject is Pro
jective Geometry. He is studying
under James C. Stewart, associate
professor of mathematics.
John
Helmer and Melvin Storm
are
working in the field of mathematics
also and are working under And
rew C. Berry, professor of math
ematics. and Stewart, respectively.
Kli/.abeth Forster is doing work

MajorSillReynolds, Oregon '4 0

1

Pilot-Professor, U S. Air foreefJ

Hill was an all-round athlete. He chose
football us his favorite sport, made the
varsity teams at Pomona Junior College
and also at the University of Oregon.

life. Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy atudy
schedule in Personnel M a nagem ent.

U p o n graduation, Bill chose a future ir
the Air Force. H e ’’flew” his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. B y
M a rc h , 1941, he had w o n his pilot wings.

The 1 st Observation Squadron, Fort
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds’
first assignment. While there he met the
future Mrs. Reynolds. They married h
year later and now have two fine sons.

The Souadron moved to Panama, then
to the Pacific. Hill advanced from pilot
to operations officer to squadron com
mander. He came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

Recently commended for peacetime work
—organizing ami improving instruction
techniques— Major Reynolds, a "PilotProfessor” , looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

No m atter how slow — b at

A T heta Chi, Hill enjoyed campus social

If you ore tingle, between the age» of 20 and 26Vi,
with at least two yean of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Team» are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Alt: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

tered or broken we'll repair
it right in our own repair d e
partm ent!

1 to 3-Day Service
Expert Workmanship
All Work Guaranteed
Crystal* Fitted While You Walt

GoStilftan’i
101 E. College Ave.
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he has too much free time; Schroe-;
The Law rent ion 5
der welcomed a female visitor from
Friday,
February
24, 1950
the hometown last weekend; Chap
man finally got off K.P. after a
record-breaking stand of 252 days;
Tippet, dead-eye as he is known to
his friends on the hardcourt, was
the only man to move into a high
er income bracket this month, ev- B Y C O N S T A N C E A N D E R S O N
ED IT ED BY
G. STRID
'Th«
lo»«
T
meeting last Monday evening were eryone else seems to be in the The ballet pose in the current
The hour grows late and I •»-»“ : .
* „„rescntatives Muriel Ian- sad Position of Pov«rt>'; Gauthier Youth on the Campus Exhibit by
the Raven. All nestled snug bewanted to get his name in the paneath the snow laden elms we find 1 emann* Dclores Long, C o r r i n e per even
he can t get in to t^e Andrew Pavlin being shown in the
The first annual Lawrence college
life. The immortal bond of frater; ®nf^^G,r_aC?.3T,_ i,ill Moore-basketball scoring column; D o n library is a pleasant relief from the bonspiel will be held at the Apple»Joan Miller and Jackie Garner,
Landgren has just signed a con dead, smiling faces which predom
nal brotherhood has once again I The old actives were very happy tract to pose for a new ad series inate in this exhibit. It is the only ton Curling club shed on Sunday,
been broken to admit those who to welcome our latest auditions to,_.......
entitled “ Which Landgren has the picture with even a spark of ima February 26. Competition will be
wouild seek admittance to its mys- their first meeting. The m eeting Toni?’’ If you’re a Beta, watch |gination in composition and presen
limited to eight rinks, playing for
*‘c,
,
'marked Beta Theta’s 20th anniver- this column for your name;
it tation.
. u- u
« i ifirst, second and third positions in
While a doctor gets tried for mer- sary so several choruses of “ Happy stands to reason that you’ve done »rv,«
, ? S;a iweekly
ii«
,l0k' <h- championship and second dicy killing, Cupid has once again Birthday” were in order,
something which can be somehowjenT iv
by Pavlin ' for
feature
stepped in and emptied his quiver. Phi Delta Theta
h . r n f ' i ' T ’ * 1“ «
Members of rinks that
changed to the insulting side and' S K * " " * L" lhc
Ch.caso Sunday p i a « in ,.nch division wi„ rec(,ivc
Alpha Chi Sally Spring recently: Everyone is to meet at the house ^
..... ... _________________
_
printed
as news. (Just_____
how Greek
¡Tribune,
Tribune, show a great interest in ,
ia| curH
, „ d(,sj>,ncd
became pinned to Phi Tau Merlin by 8 p.m. tonight if they want a can a Greek column get? RG)
dynamic dark and light interest, jfor \he meet
v
*
Schultz and his^ motor s c oo t e r, ride for the sleigh ride party which Sig m a Alpha Iota
He has used it to advantage to pre- Play wi„ 8tart at 8 a m on ihrce
while romance has also leaked into will begin at 8:30
We are happy to welcome Sally sent an idia m a black **nd white^heets of ice and will continue at
the schedule of the DC.’s and the
phi Delta Theta is happy to an- Rae Adaini, Marjorie Bleise, Ethel
medium. He contrasts the d a r k t w 0 hour intervals throughout the
Theta s. D G Claranne Frank be- nounce the pledging of Jim Bolt, Clingman, Dorothy Eastman, L u  patterns found in the roof, the hair (^ay
public is cordially invited
came pinned to Phi Delt Lloyd Niel- K ap p a Delta
cille Jeske, Jeannine Krantz, Mary and shoes of the dancers against t 0 attend.
sen, and D G pledge Mary Kny be- Attention all Bollweevils:
............
...............
.... .............
Lamers, ......
Shirley
Rasmussen,
Nancy the white of the wall and the light> Early rinks to sign up for the
came pinned to Delt Art Boehme. The supper on Monday was cer- Stolp and June Zachow, who were colored dress. I he greys form an spjt>i nro the Phi Kappa Tau fourIn the Theta column Norma Mladi-j tainly grand,
¡initiated into Sigma Alpha I o t a effective middle tone. The method gome of Morse Anderson, skip;
nich now has Beta Ted
Froem- The program too, especially t h e¡Saturday, February 18. Mrs. Dunp*e, anc*
Jack Fose; Carl Denzer and Lou
ming s pin, and Arden Ann Polzin
band
¡can, Mrs. Merrill and Mrs. String- *SJ5im
The ballet pose has been contort- Mever and the Sigma Phi Epsilon
is wearing Tony Kuehmsted’s Delt With hamburgers, chips and ice ham were also initiated as patron- ed as a study in balance and move- cntry of Bob Battin. skip; A1 Mink;
P,nt .
I cold coke
¡esses that afternoon. A six o’clock ment. The circular shape of the Doug Thomson and A1 Sunby.
Pi Beta Phi
You tried to find favor but here is banquet was held at the Candle pose links the spiral stairway, the; Doug and Wallie Robertson will
After being awakened at 5:30 the joke:
Glow Tea Toom. Miss Wi l l i ams flat wall and the background build- skip separate rinks, Doug calling
Sunday morning, the following girls We know the date of an important was the guest speaker.
ing into one unit. The angular grace shots for Larry Pooler, Web Hron
were initiated into Pi Beta Phi: | day
Phi Kappa Tau
of the dancer helps to render the and Chuck Connelly while Wallie
Candida Baker. Joan Chambers, Bribe us and tempt un—but we'll
We're late again. Some weeks ago composition interesting. It is very will skip for John Hamar, John
Carol Duthie, Phyllis Eckdahl, Do-j never say.
Nick Klein was pledged. Sund a y superior to his usual dull group- Bloomer and A1 Hallock. The Delts
riene Grengs. Meem Holmes, Lois Beta Theta Pi
the active membership bulged a ings in rather parallel lines or in will enter a rink composed of Tony
Hovorka, Dotty Karsted, N a d i n e
Love blooms and wans, but 1 little more with the addition of ten the massing of people.
Kuehmsted, skip; Bob Hill; Iaarry
Knoke, Pat Neil, Paula Pannier, lapse philosophical. Lest 1 get my- new actives. They are Phil Alley,
Here Pavlin has tried to convey Futchik and Greg Wanberg.
Nancy Peters, Bunny Penn, Mary self into a hole deeper than Geo. Gil Barnes, Dick Burton, Art Beek- the spirity of the dance. In com-j Other rinks entered are those
Johnson, Ellie Shaw, Marian White, Chandler's anti-atom shelter
(he er, Arden Horstman, Brad Jedlicka parison with the rest of his work with Jim Wilch, skip and Jarv
Lois Iomaso, June Zachow, Mary lives in fear of the next war), 1 Dick Knuth, George McNeil, Louis this picture looks like a happy ac- Mattes; Jerry Kamps and Russ
Hrobsky, Jean Hutton, M a r i l y n will hold myself to news rath e r Meyer and Chuck Muehlhauser.
cident, but in this case even happy Clark; and Bill Morris, skip and
Mitchell and Pat Wooley.
than views. Hasbrouck and
D. Alpha Delta Pi
accidents are very much acceptiblc Chuck Elbert; Dick Olson and Marv
At the initiation banquet held that Smith have invested in a cigarette! It is with great pleasure that 1 as a pleasant improvement.
Waldo.
evening the following awards were machine; Elegrcet’s auto is suffer- submit for publication in this col-i
presented: Most outstanding pledge, ing from a weak battery — Ele-'umn, which is edited by I, the enMarilyn Mitchell; Senior Award, greet, incidentally, is
suffering tire unabridged edition of
this
Ann Cox; and Scholarship awards, from the effects of an auto with a week's article which has
been
Joyce Herreid and Doriene Grengs weak bettery; McClellan has just handed down through the ages and
Delta Tau Delta
finished reading “ Shore Leave” for now placed on my desk. To be
Wonder of Wonders! I.ast Mon- the eightv-first time; Scherer is noted is the fact that the paragraph
day evening we initiated the fol- starting the ground work for a newj(?) relates » complete story relowing nine men: Greg Wanberg, business of an unknown nature us- garding the activities of the ADPi
Tom Teeter. John Tatge, Ken Har- ing Buss as his publicity agent; chapter here on the Lawrence camnish, Ken Koski, Dave P i e r c e , Elsberry is currently hoping to be pus.' “ Monday night the pledges
Dick Kline, Jeff LaBrec and Joe chosen to be on some committee, entertained us as a preface to iniSchroeder.
any committee, because he finds !tiation.” R. G.
Last week one of our members — --------------------------------- —
.....
(a real bright one) while paddlingj
around in the swimming pool, sim-i
ply smashed his head against the
side of the pool. At least that is
what he has said. When he came
home that night he had a scab on
his head in the shape of an eighth
"YO U KN O W TH E P LA C E"
note. He is now known as half
note, (the reason he is known as
half-note instead of eighth note is
due to the musical illiteracy of the
person that affectionately gave him
his name).

Greeks Empty Pledge
Classes as Dan Cupid
Empties Trusty Quiver

Photographs
Show Little
Imagination First Bonspiel

To Take Place
This Sunday

^ K o c h Photo S h o p ^
FILMS
KODAKS
PHOTO DEVELOPING

GO DELUXE

A

AT LOWEST RATES

Kappa

Alpha

Theta

A “ toast” was made to our new
officers after Monday night’s meet
ing: Cary Atwood, president; Joan
Arado, vice-president; Alice Tuchscherer, corresponding secret a ry;
Dot W'illiams, recording secretary; '
Betty Ackerman, treasurer; Jean
Guion, editor; Doroth;' Beltz and
Gretchen Wilterding, co - social
chairmen; Jane Cole and Marty'
Benton, co-rushing chairmen; Ar
den Ann Polzin, Pan-Hel represent
ative.
Notice to Pledges: • Be sure to
stick around during the month of
May, we may initiate.
Surprize: - We are no longer at
the bottom of the scholarship list. 1
(Just second from the bottom? RG) j
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Seventeen men with dark circles
under their eyes were initiated to
Sig Ep-hood Sunday. The new act
ive members are Bob Battin. Rub
Bohl, Phil Cook, Neil Davids o n.
Jim Gordon. Kermit Knudsen, Dick
Murphy, Rudy Petrovski, Don Ruppin, Jim Samter, Dick Sill, Bnl
Seymour. Jim Smith, A 1 S u n b y,
Howie Thiel, Tom Warren and Jim
Wilch.
Alpha Chi Omega
The active chapter and the Alum
ni are busy planning the Alpha Chi i
Omega State Day which will be
held in Appleton this coming May.
Present at an Appleton alumni

Y ellow Cab
'AŸElfiODiEr

Dial 3-4444

^

(NAME
feature*

of

sto re)

thr-r-rlHy»

Two Favorite Sports Stylos

PRICED SO LOW!

S u e d e - lik e
• BLACK
• M AROON

Norzon

Yorn-thrunk

virgin

w ool or cotton in authentic

• GREEN

patterns

* BROWN

your wardrobe a lift for spring.

and

colors

to givo

Shop no» whils ow istecflon to tomplefc

A p p leto n 's Sm artest
C a rd , Book and
G ift Shop
Across From Prange's
Open Evenings Till

8

00 P M.

l

i

Thiede Good Clothes
128 E. College Ave.
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Sine's Men Encounter Bucs
Indies are Still
In Year's Final Home Game Undefeated; Top
Undefeated in Conference
Play, Beloit Has Crown in Bag
next week will mark thej--------------- —
end of playing activity on the part
punch rather than defensive
This

T h e Pre ss B o x
By GEORGE FREDERICK

Phi Delt Cagers
Delts, Sig Eps Take
Second, Third Places;
Honz Is High Scorer

of Coach Johnny Sine’s hot and style.
, »The jast home basketball game of the season will be played tomorc<<ld Vikings when the hoopsters The *,uc assault will bo led by row night. The Beloit Bucanneers, who are probably as close to world
OP
PU.
L Pet.
W
m e e t th e hii>h fivinu liurs of Beloit cen^cr lton Bontemps, conference fame as they will ever be. oppose the Vikes. These two things should T E A M
l.'iO
220
ft t 1.000
Indies
m t the hifch flying Bucs or Beloit,scoring chanip oi ,ast year, who provide Alexander gym with its biggest crowd ol the season,
11.9
228
.81)0
1
4
Delts
college tomorrow night on the home has already broken his last year s, A few fiems about thls Beloit team . . . Dolph Stanley. Beloit s coach, Phi Delts
187
.<>00
«17
*
S
20!)
Iß»
.too
s
floor and next Thursday when the record in the first eight games and has a retord of 1 0 e . 2 1 at Ueloit. . . He is rumored as the man sought Plii Taus
*
104
142
.200
4
i
lid is finally clamped on the '49- who recently set a new scoring
after by an unnamed school in the Big Ten. . . All biff Ep»
2IK
5
.000
IM
3
‘50 season down at the Ripon gym. mark for a single game. . 5 7 against
men on the Beloit team have crcw cuts. . . Stanley
Thus far this season the Vikings Monmouth. Bontemps as well as
S U L T S n URI A H Y ]IS
claims it is easier to spot teammates with short hair R EIndies
:8, Phi Delts 29.
have compiled a record of 8 -1 at the entire team has averaged over
. . . Lou Proctor, 6-7 center, became eligible this Delts 58, Phi Taus 38.
home and 1-7 on foreign courts. In 40 pj*r cent for a shooting average
semester. . . It was though he was good enough to SIR Eps *5, Betas 24.
winning their own holiday tourna- which has proved difficult to beatJ
crash the first five, but so far he has understudied S C H E D U L E F E B R U A R Y »
rrient two extra wins can be ac At the forward posts will be FranHon Bontemps on the pivot. . . Beloit was so un Delts va. Betas. 1:30.
counted for.
Icie Stahr and Dickie Jones who re-|
Slit Eps vs. Indies, 2:30.
happy with the idea of cutting
With the conferencr champion- gularly come through with
Phi Taus vs. Phi Delts, 3:30.
the
their
basketball
season
to
20
•hip already in the hag for the needed points whenever the scorgames,
a
spokesman
reported
The Independents defeated P h i
present season the speedy Bucs willjing punch is lacking elsewhere. The
that they considered dropping out
Delta Theta last week to remain
he seeking to extend their string guard posts will be manned by
of the conference. . . They have
of consecutive conference victories veteran floor man Clarence ‘ Sour”
the only undefeated team in the in
wisely reconsidered. . . Practice
to V9 games. So far this year they Anderson and speedy junior Bob.
terfraternity basketball race at the
started
back
in
October
for
these
have won all their
conference •Babe” Baptist. Capable reserves'
.
.
. .
end of the first round of play.
games and have been
defeated ..rc Don Janssen Arne Larson Bill boys' so don 1 bc alarmcd when iour out of 1 0 shots
Delta Tau Delta took over undis
only twice, by Marshall college and Kelly Dave Jones and a ncwcom- hit thc nets’ * * Ex»iect to sce a team which handles
Eastern Kentucky university. As ,.r who recently became eligible lLself in a busin(>ss-like manner. . . No messing
puted second place with their vic
was true in previous years under!transfer Lou Procter
’ around. . . It seems to transcend the will-to-win and
tory over Phi Kappa Tau and Sig
the hands of Coach Dolph Stanley
Karlicr this season the Vikings rcso,ve itself into a s?ience of some sort-• • Take a
ma Phi Epsilon pulled itself out of
the emphasis will In* placed pri- iost to Beloit 98-81 and broke the
look, because it is a type unique to our «
•
Radtke
manly on speed and deadly scor- record set last year when * both'conference • • •
last place by nosing out Beta The
Hut in your eagerness to see Bontemps A Co., w e hope you will
teams established a conference re
ta Pi.
cord for total points as the Vikes not overlook the performances of Radtke, Boya, Hunger, Tippett.
In tomorrow's action, the Delts
M
cKenzie
and
Nelson,
all
of
w
h
o
m
are
m
aking
their
last
hom
e
ap

went down 97-73.
face the Betas in the opener, with
The Ripon Rednten whose mis pearance. If these m en have earned your respect this season, let them
the Sig E p s playing the Indies
fortune is has been to find the k now it by a rafter-rocking ovation as each leaves the floor.
— L —
at 2:30 and the Phi Taus and
¡Vikings at their basketball best will
The pep band was as good as the officiating was bad last Friday night, Phi Delts squaring off in t h e
be seeking their first victory over
the Vikes at the Ripon gym. Thus For the first time this season the band lived up to its name. The only windup.
far this year the Vikes have push- way in which to measure this is by the effect it has on thc crowd. It Dick Boya and Bob Daetz led
ted the Redmen under in two games was more than evident last week that the spirit of thc band was con- the Indies to their fifth straight
the scores of 69-68 and 58-44. tagious.
win, each tallying 1 1 points as the
Half-W ay Mark Finds byAlthough
his woefully weak scor- Incidentally, Cal Siegrist, who Jeads the band, has been having trouble Indies knocked off the Phi Delts
Forbush With Highest mg attempt against the Lawrence instilling the proper enthusiasm in the group. It got to the point where 38-29. The Indies jumped off to an
team in the last game (5 points) attendance on the part of the members was dropping off and was a hit- early 10-2 lead, holding the Phi
Individual Average
iwas primarily responsible for Rip- and-miss proposition at best.
Delts scoreless
¡ons poor showing, Kermit “Doc”
Tired of pleading, Cal turned psychologist and posted a notice to the
from the field
t» am
w
1.
Welske must be regarded as thc effect that band emblems are awrded on the basis of attendance. The
in
the
first
Tie Happa Tau
II
4
quarter.
The
Delta l a * I I H U
10
S chief threat of the Redmen. The result of this reminder took form in the best turnout he’s had this
Phi D e lU Thrta
»
6 16 0 all conference selection will con- year. O r so the story goes . . .
Phi Delts spurt
H lim i Plil I p'llon
K
1 jelude his final season backed ably;
— L —
ed to within
Beta I Ilf U PI
7
9
and
The ’’Sunburned Swede” writing in the St. Olaf school paper caught
four points late
llulr prndrtiU
0
IS (by forwards Klmer Duerst
hard driving Karl Swanson. At the our fancy with this theme: Athlete’s fame is fleeting. . . Happiness from
in the
third
l l s l i rs ir ilK I A K Y IS
guards will be Jim Powers and praise alone Is impossible. . . The only true satisfaction is the sense of
quarter
but
Mil I pn 2. Betas I.
Jim Mendyke.
personal accomplishment. The guy wasn’t trying to prove anything.
could not make
P M Dells 2, Dell* I.
Phi Tnu* 3. Indlr« 0 (forfeit)
I he Beloit game will be the last JUgt putting down a few ideas. Not bad either.
up the differ
home appearance for six Lawrence J____
________________________ — —
—
-1
■■■, ■
ence. Bob Mc
•C H ID C M C M A R C H i
Pill Hell» vs. Indies.
seniors. They are center Claude
Cabe took scor
Drill » s. Sig > |ih.
Kadtke, guards Don Boya and Fuz
Dick Boya
ing honors for
Ilrta» vi. Phi Tau*.
zy Hunger and forwards Tom Me
the Phi Delts, who held Don Honz,
Phi Kappa Tau backed into first Kenzie, Karl Tippet and Dick Nelthe league’s leading scorer,
to
eight points, his lowest total of the
place as the interfraternity bowl- sonseason.
ing schedule reached the h a l f 
way mark. The Phi Taus won three
The Delts broke their own seas
games from the Independents by
on’s scoring mark for one game
BY D U F F
, *
ihigh school meet his senior year. as they rolled up a 58-38 win over
forfeit and Phi Delta Theta took _
|
■
Bill erguson spen s a o o
s f.n^ ing secon(j jn this event. His
two out of three from Delta T a u | ^ \ c I [ | | | L ^
the Phi Taus. Earl Glosser and
Delta, dropping the latter
one
» V ilU U I I v U U
time on is ac
u t s on u
college time so far for 150.Chuck Reitinger led the Delts with
back * time isn’t spent sun-bathing
dg ig 1;4g g ^
com. 18 and 12 points, respectively. Lou
game behind the Phi Taus in the
Sievert, Ferguson, Hass or staring up at the clouds. Mostly
standings. In the other
match
. .
.
. .
.
Meyer was high man for the Phi
peting in the back-stroke he swims -ra„ .
, n __. .
played. Sigma Phi Fpsilon won a
he is looking at the ceiling above
,
,
.
X? ,
points followed by
Also
Elected
to
Office
pair from Beta Theta Pi.
,
on the medley relay squad.
Dick Burton with eight. After the
Bm
g swimming
first basket
The race is still wide open with
11 ... 11
J a at the Alexander gymnasium swim-|
. I JD
Ill who
ilU WQn
Y\tUl u
oW lillllilll^ letter
i .11Phi
111 Taus
auuo made
inauc the
UiC ilidl
UdoKcl of
Ol
any team close enough to take the
1 I. «,
W
w " T
V Pr' idencyof t h e L club Th!irsdav^ m ‘ " 8 P° ° ‘- Bl" te ,hC S‘ " r baCk‘ last year and numerals his fresh'«* *»">« «■* Delts took the lead
It
...
S' re" k February It. He r e p l a c e d R « d ',,rok,'r ”n Cooch Adc Dillons Vik<' year, stands 5-8 and weighs 15 0 and were never headed.
I he Ph Twia hold the seasons (.„.bush
P
swuntuinR team
team.
pounds. He
He was
was recently
recently elected
elected , Tom Van Ilousen-. loot proved
swimming
pounds.
high in team g a m e total
and
secrctary-treasurer of the L club, to be the deciding factor as the
The
remaining
new
officers
are
A
junior
in
college,
20
years
old.
have the ftecond highest team se
is secretary of Phi Delta Theta Sig E p s beat the Betas 25-24. The
ries total, with 854 and 2299. re Vice-president William J. Sievert Bill startod swimming at Shoresocial fraternity and is a sports Beta guard dropped in two free
Sccretary-treasurer
William
W.
spectively. T h e Betas’ 2313 team
wood high school where he won writer on The Lawrentian
staff. I throws in the final minutes of the
series Is the top m ark so far. Ferguson and Sergeant at arms
ga m e but each time his foot w as
Phillip
G.
Haas.
two
swimming
letters
and
was
c
o
In
addition
he
sings
in
the
acapT h e I’hl Taus also lead In aver
over the line too soon and neither
The
former
president,
Reed
Forcaptain
of
the
team.
He
made
a
PpHa
choir
and
is
majoring
in
age team g a m e total (745.4) and
shot counted.
¡biology.
bush,
expressed
great
satisfaction
average team series total (2213.very creditable showing in the state
The stocky, blonde Vike plans on Thc lead sec-sawed back a n d
with the former slate of officers
9).
going to dental school when he °
_ .1
li
last quarter when
He
said
that
there
had
been
mucht
Only four 500 individual series
.. . . . . .
.
leaves Lawrence and lists softball ®
scored seven points
have been rolled, two being by i*hi nu’r‘'
y
Vs ?‘‘ar.
that
Vike
Mermen
Take
Meet
as one of his favorite hobbies, play-i
Van Housen s two field goals
of the credit for
i »eit Min Carlton, with scores of much
v
~ the success *
.
. ... «.
T
•
ing behind the plate summers in ^ crt'
®etas on^y scoring. Don
543 and 521. Beta Frank Sanders of thl> c,ub durinK tho P ast y*‘ar Against M ichigan Tech
the
Shorewood
City
Recreation
r.°^5i
and
John Shier had
five
hit 545 and Phi T a u Cnl Siegrist c?ul* lH> laid t0 tho ¿ ‘«Kent work
,
points apiece for the winners but
leagues.
®n even 5(X1
the various committee heads. W ith
-Lf OC O re
Beta Chuck Wilson took pame hon
Carlton also has two of the six ^°,rbush.
in particular
Coaoh A d e Dillon.s L aw ren ce col
ors with nine.
200 gam es bowled, racking up 218
* ,u '
of Spence 1 otter, I.Ioyd
■
cm turcd their sec
The Dolts lead in team scoring
anti ”01 score.- Others slamming a
n ;»nd the n ew president. Paul lo* £
i m m <rs captured their sec
with 228 points for a five game av
ond victory of the season last Sat
2iHl g a m e lncludt* Ken Anderson of
* H1
erage of 45.6 points, and are sec
urday when they swamped Michl-,
the Phi Delts. Dick Persike of the n
ond defensively, allowing their op
Fps. also a 218 gam e. Siegrist, O U C C Q f 1 6 6 r S
U O W f l
gan Tech’s mermen 48-27. The meet m V m n g ^ s t a n im n g s
ponents 169 points. The Indies are
and Reed Forbush of the Betas.
was held in the Lawrence pool
Including r.ames of Feb. 11
the top defensive five, limiting the
TEAM
W
L
Pet. opposition to only 150 points and
Following are the leading Indl- L O W i e n C e M d t m e n
The Vikes swept both relay events M(ra> Phi Epsilon
8
• 1.000
vhltial g a m e averages, together
X
1
.«17 are second to the Delts in offensive
;ind triumphed in four of the seven i'h!.
K“pp* .T*.u
With the num ber of
gam es
f Qr J
[
)
e fG a f
Delta Tau Delta
1
.%00
1
bow led:
individual contests. However, Dick Deta Theta Pi
1
..'•OO
1
«
,
0««
N A M E AND TFAM
t
C. A V F
Beloit's Buccaneer’s swept their Agricola, a Techman. was the big
0
«
.00(1 have averaged 55.7 per cent on
Foi bush, Betas
163 two meet series with Lawrence's
. .
...
.,
.
charity shots, followed by the Phi
Carlton. Phi Delts
162 3 matmen last weekend when they po,Mt ‘iCttrr of tho aflornoon as ^
Sigma Phi Epsilon remained un- Taus with an even 50 per cent.
Siegrist. Phi Taus
IM S dumped the Vikings 22-8 in the
a pool record in the 440-yard;dc7 ;';ted in the intcrfraternity Curl.
The individual leading scorers:
Sanders, Betas
1'7 6 Beloit ficldhouse. It was
Law free style affair and pushed George'ing league bv takinc a forfeit virNAME
F G FT TP
Cox. Phi Taus
1“»7 3 rence’s third wrestling los m
' five Coleman of Lawrence to a new tory over Phi Delta Theta last Fri- Honz,
Indies
30 14 74
157.0 outings.
K Anderson, Phi Delts
pool mark in the 220-yard free style day. Phi Kappa Tau also won by Glosser. Delts
27
9 H3
Bren/el. Delta
156.0 Heed Forbush and Jim
, Webe, event Coleman broke his own re- forfeit over Delta Tau Delta. The Wilson, Betas
19 10 48
Gillham . Delts
lui.4 were the onl> Blue and White vie- conl in lowering the 220-yard mark. Independents and B ta Theta Pi Boya. Indies
20
6
46
Eelker, Phi Taus
I5.v2 tors. Itorbush picked up five of the Other winners for the Blue and did not plav.
.
. .
P. Green. Delts
15 14 41
C l o s e r . Delts
1 S2 3 Vike’s eight points by pinning Kd White were John Watson in thc
Another full round of games will J. Anderson. Phi Delts
14
8
36
Pfeil, Phi Delta
152 3
mperc of Beloit in the third SO yai 1 • e< tyle Don K. kinenjbe played this . ••
■
■ • • . Qa
• D
15 5 35
V a n Berkel. Phi T in s
148.0 round. Webers took a decisin in in the 1 '
;1 f co-style, and mil at 3:30 p.m. at the Appleton Curl- Meyer, Phi Taus
13 7 33
Hick, Sig E p s
147 2 ’he heavywi 'it c’.iss to wind up Fer rson m the 150-yard back- ing club *hcd located
‘
in Picrce Fxner. Phi Delts
13
7 33
Herzfeldt, Phi Taus
147.1 the Lawrence totaL
stroke.
ipark.
IMcClaskey, Pin DelU
13
7 ¿i

Phi Taus Lead
Greek Bowling
Have High Total

Name Elsberry

Ferguson Stars on Tank Team
With a Speedy Back Stroke

Sig Eps Continue
To Lead Curlers

Skiers Journey
To Rib Mountain

Wrestlers Host
To JV Badgers;
Final Tuneup Meet

Phi Taus Retain
Ping Pong Wins

Elbert Rink Stones
Kuehmsted's, 10-1
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M O N D A Y C U R LIN G
L E A G U E ST A N D IN G S

MYF to Meet Sunday

lneludea Gam ea Of Feb. ¿4
The Methodist Student fellowship
Lawrence college’s w r e s t ling
TEAM
w L Pet. will have its regular Sunday eve
team faces strong opposition
in
s
• 1.008 ning meeting from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Crowder Rink
Iron Mountain Trip
their final tuneup match before the
.588 nt the First Methodist church.
Champs End Season
Kuehmsted Rink
s 2
.588
Elbert Rink
t
t
Speakers will be Mr. and Mrs.
Set for This Weekend Midwest conference meet. Tomor With 31 Point Total
lUttin Rink
1 1 .580 Frank C. Okada, a Japanese-Amerrow afternoon the Viking matmen
3H3
Mink Rink
1
t
ican couple. A short devotional ser
The Lawrence Ski club topped off will be hosts to a strong University T E A M
L Morris Rink
W
.250 vice will follow the meeting.
1 $
V
»I
of
Wisconsin Phi K a p p » Tau
last week with a trip to Rib Moun
tu
IS
T H U R S D A Y C U R L IN G
JV team on the Phi Dell» T h r U
1«
‘¿0
Beta Thrta Pi
tain, Wausau, Sunday. Twenty-eight
L E A G U E S T A N D IN G S
tramural curling league, the El
Alexander gym Delta Tau Delta
23
13
Includes Garnet, of Feb. »
bert rink, composed of Chuck El
skiers boarded a bus at 7:30 Sun
27
nasium mats.
IS
K lfm s Phi Epsilon
TEAM
Pet.
W
L
¿'J Fose Rink
11
t
1 .6«7 bert, Dick Calkins, Bob Kruecke
Little
is Independent*
day morning and returned at 6:30
Anderson Rink
2
1 .««7 and Don Ruppin, stoned the Kuehmknown of the R E S U L T S F E B R U A R Y 15
that night with no mishaps.
Pooler Rink
a
1 .«¡7 sted rink, which includes T o n y
Wisconsin Bad-! Phi Delta 2 . Sic Eps *.
Wilch Rink
.«87 |
»
1
Some of the week’s other activi
Towle Rink
gers’ strength, F E B R U A R Y Ifl
l
*
.333
.880
U
am
tr
Rink
3
«
ties included a bus run to Calumet
but there will Phi Delts 4, Indies 0.
I
Phi Taus 2, hi* Eps 2.
score of 1 0 -1 .
probably
be
Wednesday for an evening of good
In the only action which tooki The Mink rink won its first vic
several
men
Phi Kappa Tau retained its inter- place this week in the Monday inskiing and Roy Berggren giving in
tory by downing the Morris rink,
fighting for Wisstructions to all interested on the
7-4. The winners had A1 M i n k
consin who have fraternity ping pong championship,
slope behind Ormsby yesterday. A
Webers
had some var- ; w i n d i n 8 UP the season with a total that to the Delts in the second calling the shots. The losers were
skipped by Bill Morris, with Dick
forty minute color movie of Mount sity experience this year. With this^of 31 points, nosing out Phi Delta round.
Olson. Ken Harnish and A1 Sunby
Bromley, Vermont, was shown ear advantage in mind, the Heselton Theta by three points. Beta Theta
The win gives the Phi Taus 150 helping out.
coached Lawrence wrestlers will be Pi took third place although their
lier in the week.
There were no games in t h e
ready to put on one of their best match played last Tuesday against points toward the supremacy cup.
This weekend a number of skiers performances of the season.
Delta Tau Delta is not included in The Phi Delts receive 100 points Thursday league due to the careers
conference.
standings. The Delts finished and the Betas 50.
interested in jumping will travel to . .Feature
. .
. match of. the day oughtIthe
-,

Iron Mountain, Michigan in private:IWebers and the w
ï ‘, match\*ince
,0,urth,®,lo"
ed Independents.
,hy, S,f" ü a ,Phl E p '
Wisconsin
heavy silon
and
the
cars to attend the tournament. Next both have lost only one match this • The Sig Eps helped out the Phi
week, if snow conditions are favor-¡year. Coach Heselton plans
no Taus by splitting with the Phi Delts
able and enough sign up, there will changes in the remainder of his 2-2 on February 15. That clinched
lineup.
be a bus to Iron Mountain.
the title for the Phi Taus, who also
split in their match with the Sig
A movie has been scheduled for
Eps the next night
March on the Laurentian Mountains
Phi Tau Bud *Inglis and Phi Delt
of Quebec. This movie, which
is
Bill Osborne were the only unde
put out by the Hartford Connecti
feated singles players in the league.
cut Railway, will be shown at noon
and is free to all.
•’We have closed admission to They did not mect cach othcr- In‘
A change has been made in the women for next year,’* says Maron^y one game throughout
club's election of officers for the shall B. Hulbert, dean of admin
whole schedule,
next year. Instead of electing them istration and admissions. The quota The Phi Tau doubles team of Don
next fall, it has been decided that for men is not filled yet, and regis-1^ 01,7- ^ ^ and, at various times,
the election shall be held sometime tration of men is expected to con- Bob Hittle, Cal Siegrist, Bill Bradtinue until summer.
ilee and Inglis, lost only one match.
this spring.
Approximately 142 women have
been accepted, he adds. These in
clude next year’s freshmen and
transfers. This is about the same
number as last year.
About 40 men have been accepted
.
.
so far, but applications are coming
Early Lead Insures
in regularly. “ We never fill the
quota for men as soon as for wo
Cagers' Third Win
men,” Hulbert states. This year
331 freshmen and transfers were
BY KFN M FYFR
admitted and the number will proIn a roimh battle the Lawrence bably be about the same next year.
caKers defeated Cornell 64-44 last' Total enrollment, however, will
Rates . . . 35 & 5
Saturday at Alexander gym. This be down to about 9r>0 next year,
gave Lawrence a 10-7 season record|because the graduating class this
Dial 4-1488
and 3,5 in con/orenoe games. The'gpring WU1 be the largest in the
only loss at home was to Grinnell school’s history,
and the only win on the road was
over Carroll.
Coach Charlie Zoda’s squad got
off to a slow start last week and
the Vikes took an early 1 1 - 2 lead.
The Rams tied it up at 1 1 -all, but
then Coach Johnny Sines’ men went
ahead to stay. They led at the half,
26-18, and really poured it on in the
latter part of the second half.
Five players shared the scoring
burden for Lawrence. Fuzzy Hun
ger led with 13 points, Claude Radtke had 12. Karl Tippet 11. Don
Boya 10 and Jack Pribnow 9. For
ward Bill Holmstrorr topped the|
Rams with 11.
Radtke still leads in scoring for!
Lawrence with 228 points in 17
games. Boya and Hunger trail with
197 and 146 respectively. Individual
records for players with 20 or more
points in the first eiqht conference
games are as follows:

Admission Closed
To Women Frosh

Vikes Conquer
Cornell 64-44

NOTHING SO
PERSONAL . .
Nothing So
Unusually Luxurious
As Jewelry.

MARX JEWELERS
212 E. College Are.
Dial 4-4247

SAFE-T-CAB

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

For Prompt,
Courteous
Service

Quality W ork Only
222 E. College Ave.

Dial 3-4359

W ith Your Postal Substation

F G F T PF T P
Radtko
Boy»
Hunger
Pribnow
M cKentie
Robertson
Tippet
Fried •

:ti li> sk Ioh
:<7
27

13
12

II
11

9

In Fayetteville, Arkansas, there *<i
always a friendly gathering of
University of Arkansas students at
the Student Union Building. Ami,
as in college campus haunts every
where, ice-cold Coca-Cola helps

CO M IN G
UP! !
A Real
Taste Treat!

make theseget-to-g< tlierssomething
to remember. As a refreshing p.tusO
from the study grind, or on a Satur*

W e 'v e earn ed our
rep u tatio n for the
very fin est food and
serv ice. Co m e in to 
day!

day-night date— (ioke belongs.
Ask for it either wav . . . hnth
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY O f THE COCA COLA COMPANY BY

Murphy's Restaurant
■

219 E. College Ave.

u A ¿ A L L t l*.Uv_A CUi-A b U I I LlINU
1405 S. Main S t

OsnKosn Wi*.
IT) 1949 Tti» Coco-Colo Conipow
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High Marks

BY BRADLEE

Campus Chest Co-chairmen DanBHAOLtt
adding a time and key signature —
iel Teas and Fla ine Johnson, and While perusing a book on the was quite astonished upon finding
Careers Conference Co-ch'airm e n subject of music the other day, I ^ could be played.
George F’rederick and Pat Foley suddenly found myself
involved j
.
t
on/.(1,op
did two bang-up jobs during re-.with Haydn (no.offense meant, of
1 was about to consume another
cent weeks.
course*. It seems that this fellow anchovy and retire when m y eye
It was revealed at a recent stu- was a composer; and if the book to wandered further down the page
dent executive committee meeting which I refer is corrcct, a compos-1 ^^ 4 )
that a total of $3006 was earned er who must be dealt with. Having
’
by Campus Chest for W SSF during obligated myself thus far there reThLS * ° * k bears the t,tle 1 , 1 6
the recent drive. The contemplated maincd no recourse but to deal Surprise because of a wholly unLawrence Follies, vvhich has
be- with him there and then.
expected loud chord which appears
come somewhat of an infant tradì-! All w a going along smoothly un- ¡n
second m o v em en t.”
tion on this tradition bent campus, til page 124 and his Symphony No.
^ ...
■hould net tho Chost ■ u l l l d r n l H in CJ Major appeared. The tact Tht'1<!! The ca* was ° ul °* thc
funds to safely put the y e a r’s that it was written in G Major bag now once and for all. This addrive over the top of the $3500 wasn't exceptionally frighteni n g, ditional n a m e w a s not the haphazgoaI which has Ixmmi set.
and I could have dispensed with
result of a third viola player
Two significant facts emerg e d the No. 94 handily (having had a
being unable to recall the tedious
from Careers day: 1 » the speakers brief association with “ The Wreck
Title; this was the result of scienti
«vere of a high quality —
f a r of the old 97” in my youth); the
fic observation.
above those of any previous year; upsetting fact was that it was also
Further reading disclosed
the
2» organization of the day's p r o- known as “ The Surprise.”
composer can’t be held responsible
gram was outstanding, even noted
W h y a composer should ever
since, “ All (he names attached to
by many of the guest speakers.
j write an entire sym phony a n d
Haydn’s symphonies, such as the
Both Campus Chest and the Ca then !>♦■ surprised by it stopped
Clock, the Bear, the Hen, and so
reers conference committee
did m e cold.
Perhaps he was sur
outstanding jobs because of superb prised that he could write a s y m  forth, were not given to the works
organizational work and pn-p.»ra phony (especially in English), but by Haydn himself, but were sup
tion. Competent people were p r o- this w as a dubious possibili t y plied by his well-meaning admir
cured by the student chairmen, and since he had already achieved ers,” which doesn’t speak well of
these aides achieved success
in this feat several times previous his admirers, well meaning or not.
What possessed Haydn to endure
their work because of the leader ly with no apparent loss of com 
this name calling, the book leaves
ship and drive of the heads, and posure.
as a mystery (which probably is
because of new and more efficient
Discarding this theory as imin the best interests of all Con
techniques instituted by these lead- practical, 1 then assumed that he
cerned). Today one might attribute WITH TUAT NEV 5Ç&IÉS OF CAßfCß CDNFEfiENCtS
ors.
must
*
'
7 " w “h ‘
must have stood at some distance
Both Campus Chest and the Ca- from the manuscript paper with a
P h e n o m e n a to a Haydn
Haydn Fan 5 C M E O Ü U O
FOfc W C * T
y FAß.
MAYBE
TLl GRADUAL
reers committee hit marks which moist pen recklessly flicking ink in f
a Parlicularly strong lob- IfVOWING S O M E T H IN G EISE
B E S ID E S
* H O W To
coast
K »ir
A 0 .6 Y I es
will stand high in future years.
its general direction, then — after
°!/ 4lpcl c
Name the Song Contest” with a
giant $3000 first prize for “ T h e
Hen,” providing of course, that the
Book Review
symphony cackled sufficiently. For
tunately (for Haydn, of c o u r s e )
these practices were taboo in his
day, so we'll get nowhere letting
B Y C .L A S N E R
it go at that, but let's anyway.
One of the defects of The Law- that this boy is not for you. If he
Continuing to a footnote (for
this was an academic hook and, rentian is its lack of a column treats you like a dog, bit him.
as any fool knows, the m eat of
4
4
.
...
It is really very simple, and I
B Y J A M I S Al ' I l l
the thing is always in the foot- dedicated to the problems of those
here
who
have
love
palpitations
will try and explain it as simply
Like the automobile, refrigerator, conversation of a group of young notes) I found that the book had
and soap chip manufacturers, The intellectuals who have apparently decided to give m e the real low with their occasionally appalling as possible. Now. a liberal educaget problems. Now, I don't wish to ap- tion is a good thing, but it is many
Contributor's editors have brought been reading too many articles in down. N o don’t let this
pear as an advisor knowing all, things to many people. This is the
around but:
out their 1950 model, and the re- K,air magazine.
I ‘‘There is a widely prevalent
w *s^ to help those whose thing which disturbs me so about
suit while not perfect, is a credit
For all her clean, woodsy virtue W y "to"thi effect"that^Ha'ydV in- irouble* a r e 1 *«®fting their whole
^

Goo

Auer Types Contributor Best
In Years; Hopes for Better

J^th,

artists, and . r . , r , v , u*

For vigor and variety this
tributor is the best in years.
quality of the stories. es*ays.
p o e m s is not uniformly high

”

dlH. .

ince

ruad. - t e d ^ «

ehor^U, „ . t a .

sleep-

- *»

~

Vat

|

I. « . . .

U, m e ,h a ,

h a .e

Con- ‘ r‘ ho* ever-She is an opportunist,
sn,,a‘k too well for mail a httle while ago and. for-J a shocking idea about a liberal
T h e«« Miss Blum has sketched her. IIavdn bt.in„ a shoddy trick
at!tunately> 1 saved the letters.
! education. It is not enough to say
a..» a person as theatrical as
the i^t. .Some of mv best sleeoine isi Dear Helpful;
I that experience is the best teachBut

pseudo-intellectuals any day in the done at symphonies and here this|ttJe® ^ng°än u’b e í a f ^ ^ o í l e g e " I
The «uiLr's name, by « , * ¡ ^ > * < « 1 comes a l ^ a n d j o u 1^ 0 1 1 ] - - ' bcen
from homc

er. Y o u
and

a

h »ve some theory,
liberal

education

should

‘hsatw ^ e *,tcrary
Hv wav of Introduction

is way. is Clytemnestra.
clamorous chord. Besides being un-:bef?re.
1
college is ter- and can fflve yoo thls. You must
fthri*
’ Bo,denweck s little essay gentlemanly, this practice might rlbly t‘X(,iting. But I have a pro- work on lhis y0 urse|f.
Other
•
reminds us sharply that “ T h e re prove perilous; one might well jolt
which is bothering me some people cannot help you
(well,
is llarold (¡ruenwald’s puitllng
but strangely entertaining poem Will. Quite Possibly. Always Be An one right out the second helcony, th,rJ« a^ l .
they can, but they ca n ’t
do
about ooor or
a nearby dowager with,
»*e J w ou d like to know
of verbal frastratlon. In it Mr. England.” H ,s remarks
remarks
about *poor a
m reflex
V.
m
V
1 J~
Just how far a girl should go for
everything, you k n o w ), no «nat
_
arc.
Should
the
dream
be
.
...
.
*
V,
.
„
*
(iruenwald parlays seven words Princess Margaret Rose give the unploasant at the moment, there is thls ,lberaI education? bo m any
ter how they try.
Into 46 as he depicts the plight
-“
1 people have told m e so m an y
Now look, Confused, I am tired
of a hesitant poet. If confusion ,maKaz,nc a topical flavor, and his no predicting what mayhem might■things that I just do n ’t
know of helping you. Don’t you think
Is his objective, he succeeds.
shrewd conclusion is both lofty and ensue
anyone else has troubles? Don't
The book rushed to Haydn's aid! what or w ho to believe.
Dee stirring.
Two other short poems,
Please help me to decide about be so selfish, and please
settle
however;
and
after
assuring
mei
Drake's “ Endeavor"
and
Dar
“Trap” , by Jack Glasner. is the that Haydn's audiences were quite aU this before I get a neurosis, down and start a diary
Vriesman's
‘ Winter
T h o u g h t s ' * , \
,
— Confused
—Agitated Helpful
.
.
. . . .
,
Ilongest short storv in the book enthusiastic (a remarkable think in,
.... .......... .........
— ------- 1 ....... .7 '!noar riinfiKpd1
offer pleasant an<l effective imag•
Dear Agitated Helpful:
ery. Mr. Gruenwald's “Lilacs’’ has As a taIe of indecision and vague itself), went on to say that “ W e l ^ l f ^omuseu.
moments of refreshine n aturalness 'emotional entan c le m o n t« it
may interpret the loud chord mere-! Your problem is a typical ex- Thank you so much for your
•■
tV. iu U o .. . natui aim ss. emotional entangkments. it * ains .
..
f .
.
„
. . amp]e Gf the troubles ot contem- help. It has helped me so much.
mn Back T. S.
by Jack Me- by its fidelity to detail and atmos- part*
*
'
jporary youth. You’re a universal
I have left school and am very
Intire achieves real impact through
phere. But some of the indecisive- At this point I abandoned thc darling! As such. I feel that you happy in my own little home (two
repetition, rhythm and the device
* ness of- the characters seems to book, assimilated the anchovy and and your troubles deserve special rooms with bath downstairs), and
of selective word spacing on the
attention.
1 1 have a lovely husband. And it is
Pa^'v
have been transmitted to the writ- niadt a ^
4 lution that if I
gjppp you are attending a liberal all due to vour kind advice
“ After the Movie’s Over” one » » „ l
. ..
,
, ever see either the Symphony No . 1 ami e you art uutnuiiig « n iai an uuw
au\ite.
of Anne Kompass’s contribution. " * A,thou« h lho story hns ‘ntegri-w m G Major or .The Surprise” ¡arts lf°t1‘cfie‘ \ presume th.at you
1 am send*ng you some of my
is an acidly phrased little num berty and a measure of good, stark on my symphony program I shall are bothered by your realization very own cookies My
husband
which reminds one not unp
unpleasant- renlism, it lacks impact and pro- immediately have the usher strap V Man s problems and your place loves these, and I hope you will,
me firmly in my seat, or beat .. in the scheme
. . . . . of things. This can
, too.
ly of Dorothy Parker's similar es- gression
—Unconfused
hasty retreat toward a local saloon b? a terrible thing, a vicious circle
says “ Words to My Heart” reveals
It is understandable that M r. « 1 1 1 wager the fellow never even of thought, and you must not let
(This feature will be replaced
Mi.vs Kotnpass in a more reflective
beginning to... Murders’
...
n otxl Composed half in verse and (ilasner did not set out to write wrote the other 93 symphonies;. it affect your daily life too much. , by ‘Famous
h.tlf in prose, the piece describes a nice, flashy ge m for Sateve- chances are he started with No. 77 Undoubtedly you are young, at- morrow with “ Arsenic Amelia; did
can she fall?"—ED.)
several aspects of a girl's return post type readers. Nevertheless, in B Minor. . .as a bit of pleas- tractive and intelligent (as
easily be determined from your
to college after Christmas vacation
antry no doubt).
a certain amount of tasteful cutt
epistle.) Why bother your pretty
Of Dan Teas’ two poems, “ The
head about such monumental pro
Valley Current” is the more start ing might have done wonders.
blems? It is enough for you to
ling in its visual images
at least The decided merits of the piece
rublithrd
every Friday
during
the
watch over yourself; do not worry
to a local resident For Mr. Teas are its unpretentious style, its
college year except vacation!- by rhe
about
intangibles.
sees Lawrence college as a temple authentic feel for tenuous hum an
I.aw rentian Board of Control ol la w
So. you see. it is a very simple renee College Appleton. Wisconsin
in whose dome “ rpen p l o t
to relationships, and its fidelity to
thing,
this
problem
of
yours.
Tell
breathe The flower of knowing in colloquial speech.
Entered as «econd elsai matter Sept
to this valley Of bent, blurred pa Elaine Johnson’s sketches on pa-! The library has recently d i s- tl 'e professors that you are trying. :« 1910 at the po«t office at Appleton
That the local low- ges 22 and 23 are clever and livelv. played a second collection ot books do your work, and then immerse, jwu. under the set «t March s, i»7s
per souls.
brows need culture may be true Bill Guerin’s drawing' of'the’ Wor- received from the Phi Kappa Tau submerge, bury yourself in extra- ™ nte* w\\ein^«'h‘I!Zh^r.«‘
But the large number of Lawrent- fester Art Center offers us a plea- «ift- By the terms of this gift, the curricular activities. This will give ti„n rates are *r.*> per yesr *i"s ¿er
tians from Chicago and Milwaukee sant glimpse into the near future, books are concerned especially with you some tangible, concrete goals, semester
suggests that perhaps the men in And Dick Krcml s cover is attrac- current topics in international re- and everything will be fine,
Editor-in-chief ...........
William Donald
Good Luck!
the temple are plotting against the tively designed.
lations. Hence it is the government
Thone S-.V531
— Helpful.
Rob„ ,
ignorance of the metropolitan cen “ The Big Change” , a story by department which will make most
ters as well.
Dick Biclke, is erroneously attriof the P K T books; and I, as a Dear Helpful;
I
phone s-.v>:n
F ro m other than petty, chauv buted to George Frederick in the teacher in that department and as
But you do not understand. I d e p a r t m e n t h e a d s
inistic considerations,
however, table of contents. In Mr. Bielkc’s a library user, have already read am immersed, submerged, buried Managing editor
Anita Rlgglna
;in outside activities. I just want New» editor
the poem is interesting and origi little fable the hero, a super-Bab- quite a few of them.
John ArbuthnJt
I
.
.
.
.
Ellen nalcn
nal “ The A utum n S cene” , his bitt, learns the consequences of de-| 1 have
already several times to know how far a girl should go «"^i^^'ediior
. . . Carol Bevina
other offering, is a nostalgic bit veloping muscular legs.
thanked individual members of the for this liberal education? 1 am a Makeup editor
.. Margaret Wolf
of reminiscence.
All in all. the editors have done fraternity. Thc liberality of the gift little shopworn with worr^, waiting sport* editor
George Frederick
Music editor
Eloy »'omlnaya
In “ Sunshine After the Storm” a good, representative job of se- deserves, however, more than cas- for your answer.
Photographer
Collin Schroed».*
Patricia Blum effectively sketches lecting their material. Their Con- ual notice I take this opportunity.
Please hurry!
Art editor
. Elaine Johnson
a number of characters and moods tributor is an encouraging piece therefore, to express formally and
—Confused
„
B l ’S I N E S S S T A F F
The story concerns a guitar play- of work. Still, a college the size publicly my very real gratitude to Dear Confused:
ing citizen named Valerie.
who of Lawrence ought to be able to the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity both
I see. but you are still confused c i r c u l a t i o n ^ m r n a g e r '^ V u t r i c u Huriet!
brings a few whiffs of honest air produce an even better book in the for the books themselves and for and hazy over goals. If only you e d i t o r i a l h o a r d
to a party w’hich has, until Val- semesters to come The editors ate the academic interest thus d i s- would
Calvin
d . A nn
nn C
x ,. John
Joh n fiia settle
seme on
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.Mt w o o
»a.
cot
ves. You obviouslv are trving ,*on• Patricia i « l e y , L a w r e n c e tutchik.
erie's impromptu concert, b e e n headed in the right direction. But played.
jectiv
mainly concerned with the h a z y^their goal is still in the distance.)
W IL L IA M HIKER,to confuse
infuse me. but 1 will tell you I
T
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